LOAD FLOW METHOD FOR
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS
2.1 Introduction

h a d flow is very important and bdamental tool for the analysis of any
power system and is used in the operational as well as planning stages. Certain
applications, particularly in the distribution automation and optimization of a power
system, require repeated load flow solutions. In these applications, it is very
important to solve the load flow problem as efficiently as possible.
Distribution networks, with radial configurations and wide ranging resistance
and reactance values are inherently ill-conditioned, and conventional Newton
Raphson [4] and fast decoupled load flow [7] methods arc not giving solution for
solving such networks. Special load flow solution methods and modificd versions of
the conventional methods have, however, been suggested for solving such illconditioned networks 118,481. In view of the topological specialty of distribution
networks, and non- applicability of the simplifying assumption of a decoupled
Jacobian matrix normally applicable to the transmission nctworks, rcscarchers
associated with the distribution systems have proposed several special load flow
solution techniques [12, SO].
Kersting and Mendive [12] and Kersting 1311 havc developed a load flow
method for solving radial distribution networks by converting ladder network theory
into a working algorithm. Baran and Wu [54] have obtained the load flow solution
of radial distribution networks by the iterative solution of the three fundamental
equations representing real power, reactive power and voltage magnitude. They have
computed system Jacobian matrix using chain rule in their method. They have also
proposed decoupled and fast-dccoupled distribution load flow algorithms. Chiang
[80] has also proposed three different algorithms for solving radial distribution

network based on the method of Baran and Wu 1541. IIe has proposcd decoupled,
fast decoupled and very fast-decoupled distribution load flow algorithms. In fact
decoupld and fast-decoupled distribution load flow algorithms proposed by Chiang

are similar to that of Baran and Wu 1541. However, very fast decoupled distribution
load flow proposed by Chiang is very attractive because it does not require any
Jacobian matrix construction and factorization but more computations are involved
because it solves three fundamental equations representing real power, reactive
power and voltage magnitudes.
In this chapter a simple method of load flow technique is proposed for the
solution of radial distribution networks. The proposed method involves only the
evaluation of a simple algebraic expression of receiving end voltages. Loads, in the
present formulation, have been represented as constant power loads.

Assumptions:
1. It is assumed that the three-phase radial distribution networks are balanced

and are represented by their equivalent single-phase rcprcscntation.
2.

Line shunt capacitance is negligible at the distribution voltage levels as is
found in most practical cases (shunt capacitor banks are taken as loads).

In section 2.2, it is dealt with mathematical formulation of the proposed load
flow method. Methodology of identification of nodes and thc algorithm for thc
proposed method arc described in Section 2.3. A simplc mcthod of load flow
calculation has been proposed for radial distribution networks and discussed in
Section 2.4. The above algorithm is illustrated with three examplcs in Section 2.5.
Conclusions of this chapter are presented in section 2.6.

2.2 Mathematical Formulation

In any radial distribution network, the electrical equivalent of a branch jj,
which is connected between nodes ml, m2 having a resislance ru, and inductive
reactance xu, is shown in fig.2.1.
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Fig.2.1: Electrical eguivalent of a typical branch jj

From figa2.1,the current flowingthrough above branch I (ii) is given by,
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Where

P(w) = sum of the real power loads of all the nodes beyond nodc m2 plus the real
power load at node m2 itself plus the sum of the real power losses of all the
branches beyond nodc m2.
Q(,)= sum of the reactive power loads of all thc nodes beyond node m2 plus the

reactive power load at node mz itself plus the sum of the reactive power
losses of all the branches beyond node m2.

I V(,,) I Larn,, I V(,,, I L8rn2 are thc voltage magnitudes and corresponding phase
angles at nodes ml and m2 rcspcctivcly.
From eqns. (2.1) and (2.2)
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Separating the real and imaginary parts,
The real part is
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and the imaginary pan is
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Squaring and adding eqns. (2.3) and (2.4), and then simplifying,

------(2.4)

The total real and reactive power loss are

Initially, if LPu)and LQ(iil are set to zero for all jj, then initially estimate of P(mz) and

Q (m2)will be the sum of loads of all the nodes beyond node m2 plus the load at node
m2 itself.

2.3 Identification of Nodes Beyond all the Brmchea
Before giving the detailed algorithm, it is discussed herc regarding the
methodology of identifying the nodes and branches beyond a particular node, which
will help in finding the total load feeding through that particular node. 'lhe method is
illustrated with a sample network shown in fig2.2. Branch number, sending-end and
receiving-end nodes of this network are given in Table 2.1.
Consider the first branch i.e., j = l , the rcceiving end node of branch 1 is 2
(from Table 2. I), therefore, IB(1, ip+l) and IE(1,ipt.l) will hclp to identify all the
branches and nodes beyond node 2 and node 2 itself.
This will help to find thc exact load feeding through node 2. Similarly
consider branch 2, i.e., jj=2*the receiving end node of branch 2 is3. Therefore
]B(2,ip+l) and IE(2, iptl) will identify nodes and branches beyond node 3 and node

3 itself. This will help to compute the exact load feeding through node 3. For each
node and branch identification 'ip' will be incremented by 1. Note here that before
identification of nodes and branches beyond a particular node, 'ip' has to reset to be

zero.

For J=1, (first branch in fig.2.2, Table 2.1) IR(j)= IR(1)=2 check whether
IR(l)=IS(i) or not, for i=2,3,. ...., LNI. It is seen that IR(l)=IS(2)=2, IR(1)=1S(5)=2,
IR(l)=IS(7)=2, corresponding receiving end nodes are 1R(2)=3, 1R(5)=9 and
1R(7)=6.
Therefore IB(1, I)=], IE ( I , 1)=2, IB(1,2)=2, IE(1,2)=3, IB(1,3)=2,
IE(I, 3)=9, IB(1,4)=2, IE(1,4)=6.
The node IB(1, I ) will bc missed out, because it is requircd to identify the
nodes and branches, which are beyond node IR(1) and store the receiving end node
in the name of a variable, say kk(ip), i.e., kk(l)=2, kk(2)=3, kk(3)=9 and kk(4)=6.
Note that there should be no repetition of any branch or nodc while
identifying nodes and branches and this logic has been incorporated in thc proposcd
algorithm (Algorithm 2.3.1).
From the above discussion, it is seen that node 2 is connectcd to nodcs 3. 9
and 6 and the corresponding branches of branch 2, (2

+ 3). branch 5, (2

+9) and

branch 7, (2 + 6). Similarly the proposcd logic will identify thc nodus and branches,
which are, connected to nodcs 3,9 and 6. First, it will chcck whcthcr nodc 3 appcars

in the left hand column of Table 2.1. It is sccn that nodc 3 is connected to nodcs 4
and 11 (branch 3 and 10). Therefore IB(1,5)=3,1E(l, 5)=4, 1H(1,6)=3, ItY1,6)=11,
and kk(5)=4, kk(6)=11. Then it will check whethcr the node 9 appears in the left
hand column of Table 2.1. It is seen that node 9 is connectcd to node. Iherefore,
IB(1,7)=9, IE(1,7)=10, kk(7)=10. Similarly nodc 6 is conncctcd to nodc 7 and node
8. Therefore IB(l,8) -6, IE(1,8)=7, IB(1,9)-6,111(1,9)=8, kk(8). 7, and kk(9)=8.

Table 2.1: Branch number (jj), aendinpcnd (mt=ISUi3node, and receiving end

(m2=1R ui,)
node for fig. 2.2

From the above discussion, again it is seen that node 3 i s connected to nodes
4 and 11, node 9 is connected to node 10 and node 6 is connected to nodes 7 and 8.

Similarly the proposed logic checks whether nodes 4, 1 1, 10, 7 and 8 are connected
to any other nodes. This process will continue unless all the nodes and branches are
identified beyond node 2.

Table 2.2 gives the nodes and branches beyond branch I. The algorithm
(Algorithm 23.1) will skip the node and branch before node 2, i.e., node 1 and
branch 1.
Total load fed through node 2 is sum of the loads of all Ihc nodes beyond
node 2 plus the load of the nodc 2 itself plus the sum of the losses of all the
branches beyond node 2.
Similarly it is to be considered the receiving end nodcs of the branch 2,
branch 3, branch 4,

..., branch I,NI

in fig.2.2, and in a similar way to that discussed

above, the nodes and branches havc to be idcnlified bcyond this rccciviny end nodes.
Tables 2.3 and 2.4 also give the nodes and branchcs beyond branchcs 2 and 3.
Note that if the recciving end node of any branch in fig.2. is an cnd nodc of
the particular literal, then thc total load fed through this node is load of this nodc
itself. For example, consider nodc 5 in fig.2.2. Ihis is cin cnd nodc, and therefore the
total load fed through nodc 5 is a load node 5 only. Similarly nodcs 7, 8, 10, 13, 14
and 15 are end nodes in fig.2.2. 'l'he proposed computer logic will algorithm
identifies all the end nodes.
The concept of identifying the nodcs and branchcs bcyond a particular nodc
that helps in computing exact load fccding through parlicular node has bccn rcalisr~d

using an algorithm (Algorithm 2.3.1). Based on the abovc ideas, the algorithm for
node identification beyond all the branches is presented in the next section.

Table 2.2: Nodes and branches beyond branch 1 for Zig3.2

Table 2.3: Nodes and branches beyond branch 2 for fig. 2.2

Branch
number
(Beyond
branch 2)

Sending end
nodes

Receiving end
nodes

3

3

4

10

3

11

4

4

5

13

4

14

14

4

15

11

11

12

12

12

13

Table 2.4: Nodes and branches beyond branch 3 for fig. 2.2

Branch

number
(Beyond
branch 3)

Sending end
nodes
.

Receiving end
nodes
.

4

4

5

13

4

14

14

4

15

---

2.3.1 Algorithm for node identification
Following is the algorithm which explains in detail about the methodology
of identi6 the nodes and branches beyond a particular node which will help in
finding the exact load feeding through that particular node.

Identification of nodes and branches beyond a particular node:
Step 1 :Read system sending end and rcceiving end nodes and total number of
nodes and branches
Step 2 :

jj-1

Step 3 :

RE(i) = IR(jj)
K=jj+l

Step 4 :

ip = 0; iq = 0

Step 5 :

i= K

Step 6 :

nc = 0
if ( REG) = lS( i )) go to step 7
Otherwise go to step 15

Step 7 :

if { ip=O 1 go to step 13
Otherwise go to stcp 8

Step 8 :

in =I

Step 9 :

if { IS (i)= I L (ip) and IR (i) KK (ip) ) or
if ( IR(i) = KK(ip) ) go to step 10
Otherwise go to stcp 11

Step 10 :

nc =I

Step 11 :

in =in + I
if { in l i p } go to step 9
otherwise go to slcp 12

Step12:

if(nc=l~gotostep15
otherwise go to step 14

Step 13 :

IE(jj,ip+l) = IRG)
lB( jj,ip+l) = IS(jj)

-

Step 14 :

ip = ip + 1
1K( ip) = i
LY ip) = IS(i)
KK( ip) = IR(i)
IE(jj,ip+l) = IR(i)
lB(jj,ip+l) = IS(i)
N(jj)=ip+ 1

Step 15 :

i=i+l
if{i<LNl] go tostep6
otherwise go to step 16

Step 16 :

if { ip = 0) go to step 17
otherwise go to step 18

Step 17 :

lE( jj,ip+l) = 1R (jj)
IB(jj,ip+l) = IS Cjj)
N(jj)=ip+ 1
go to step 20

Step 18 :

iq =iq + 1
If ( iq > ip) go to step 20
otherwise go to step 19

Step 19 :

RE( jj ) = KK(iq)
K = IK(iq) + 1
if ( iq _< ip} go to stcp 5

Step 20 :

jj=jj+l
if{jj 5 LN1-I} goto step3
other wisc yo to stcp 21

Step 21 :

Step 22 :

stop.

2.4 Load Flow Calculation
Once all the nodes and branches are identified, it is very easy to calculate
voltage magnitudes and phase angles of all the nodes by using eqns. (2.8) and (2.9).
In this algorithm, it is necessary to obtain the exact load feeding through all the
receiving end nodes and the voltage magnitudes and phase angles of all these nodes
by using equations (2.8) and (2.9) as the voltage of substation is known (V(1)). Then
compute the branch current, branch losses using equations (2.11, (2.10) and (2.1 1).
Convergence criterion of this load flow method is the maximum difference in
voltage magnitude (DVmax) should be lcss than 0.0001p.u. in successive iterations.

2.4.1 Algorithm for load flow calculation
Stepl: Read line and load data
Initialize V(i) = VV(i) = 1.00000
LP(jj) = LQ(jj) = 0.00
6(i) = 0.000
Iteration count = IT =1
Step 2: TLP = 0.0; TLQ = 0.0
Step 3: jj -1
Step 4: LK

=

NU)

Step 5: i = 1

Step 6: if (lB(j,j,i)= IS(ij)) go to step 8
Otherwise go to step 7
Step 7: L1 = IB(ij,i)
L2 = IE(ij,i)
m l = ISCij)
m2 = IR (jj)
P(m2) = PL(L2)
Q(m2) = QL(L2)
go to step 13.

Step 9: in = 1
Step 10: if {Ll = IS(in) and L2
otherwise go to step 12

- IR(in)) go to

Step 1 1: P(m2) = P (m2) + PL(L2) + LP(in)
Q(m2) = Q(m2) + QL(L2) + LQ(in)
Step 12: in = in +1
If (in I LNI} go to step 10
Otherwise go to step 13
Stepl3: i = jj+i
If { i 5 LK) go to step 6
Step 14:
a) Compute voltage magnitude by using eqn. (2.8). i.c., compute bCij) and
c(ij)by using eqns. (2.6) and (2.7) and phase angle by using cqn. (2.9)
b) Compute branch real and reactive power losses by using cqns. (2.10) and
(2.1 I).
c) TLP = TLP t I,P(jj)
TLQ TLPQ+ LQ(j)

-

SteplS: Calculate absolute changes in voltagc at node m2

DV(m2)=ABS(lV(m2)1-lVV(m2)1)
If {DV(m2)>DVmax}go to step 16
otherwise go to step 17
Step 16: DVmax = DV(m2)
Step 17:jj=jj t1
If(jjSLNl} gotostep4
Otherwise go to step I8
Step 18: If { DVmax < 6 ) go to step 20
Otherwise go to step 19
Step 19: IT = IT + 1
VV(m2)=V(m2) for m2=2,3,. ...I.NI.
Go to step 2.
step 20: Solution has converged, print voltage magnitudes and its phase angle,
Power losses, etc..
121: Stop.

2 3 Application of Proposed ~lgorithm-Examplw

TOdemonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, thnx examples

are considered.

F i 2 . 3 is a 28-node, 11KV radial distribution network. The line and load
data of this system are given in Appendix Al. Table 2.5 gives thc load flow results
of a 28-node radial distribution network. The total real- and reactive power losses of
this system are 68.87 KW and 46.SSKVAr respectively.

Fig. 2.3: 28 node radial distribution nehvork

Table*2.5: Load flow mulb of 28-node radial distribution network

Consider a 69-node 1541 radial distribution network Ifig.2.4). The line and
load data of this system is given in Appadix M. Load-flow results of this network
given in Table 2.6. The total real and reactive power losses of this network are
224.99

KW

and 102.16 KVAr

These results are shown in Table 2.6.

Compared with magnitudes of the voltages at all nodes with an existing method
[125], il can be observed that the magnitudes of voltages are almost equal. Iiowever

in their method [I251 only magnitudes are computed, where as in the p r o ~ o ~ d
method both magnitude as well as phase angle at each node are also obtained.

Fig. 2.4: 69 node radial distribution network

Load flow rtsults of 69-node radial distribution network
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Next consider a 85-node [I021 radial distribution network lfig.2.51. The line
and load data of this syshm are given in Appendix A3. I
d flow results of this
System are given in Table 2.7. The total real- and reactive power losses are 212.45

KW and 184.93 KVAr respectively.

Fig, 2.5: 85 node radial distribution network

Table. 2.6: Load flowresults of 85-node radial distribution network

2.6 Conclusions
A simple load flow technique has been proposed for solving radial distribution

networks. It completely exploits the radial feature of the distribution network. The
proposed method always guarantees convergence for any type of radial distribution
network with a realistic R/Xratio. The ~roposedmethod has been applied to various
radial distribution networks. In particular, the results pertaining to 28, 69 and 85
node networks are presented in this chapter. This method can also handle different
types of load characteristics with slight modification in basic equations.

